Assembly scheme easyfoam365+ bypass injectors ST-168 with compressed air module

Bypass injector ST-168 with hose tail 9 mm and compressed air module (hose tail 9 mm).

Bypass injector ST-168 with metering valve ST-161 & compressed air module (hose tail 9 mm).

Have you already known? ...that our bypass injector ST-168 can also be operated with water line pressure.

The compressed air-driven easyfoam365+ bypass injectors of the series ST-168 are designed for foam applications with medium pressure units (10 to 50 bar) in the field of the food industry.

The easyfoam365+ bypass injector ST-168 is a real alternative especially for smaller companies such as farmers or fish breeding companies which are selling the goods ex farmyard. These smaller companies have to stick to the existing hygiene standards such as larger firms, but they are reasonably shy at the great investment volume for a medium pressure unit.

By means of only water line pressure - 5 bar flow pressure - and the appropriate accessories for the spraying unit - hose with big nominal width, ball valve 203 100 200 and suitable foam lance 203 100 630 an excellent foam quality is reached.

When switching the lever from the injector operation into cleaning and rinsing mode the addition of cleaning agent and disinfectant is stopped and the fully available water quantity passes the bypass injector nearly without any drop in pressure.